Introduction
[2] Bubble size distribution (BSD) in volcanic clasts has been investigated to deduce the eruption processes in the magma chamber and the conduit (e.g., Mangan et al. [1993] ). Unimodal, exponential, and power law (fractal) distributions have been reported as typical ones (e.g., Toramaru [1990] , Mangan et al. [1993] , Gaonac'h et al. [1996b] ). Unimodal distribution has been explained by a single event of bubble nucleation and growth by a decompression (Toramaru [1989] , Blower et al. [2001] ). Exponential distribution has been interpreted as a result of continuous bubble nucleation and growth (Marsh [1988] ). Although these two types are explained by simple models, the origin of the power law distribution is not clearly understood. Blower et al. [2003] shows that repeated nucleation results in the power law distribution, and Gaonac'h et al. [1996a] shows that the power law distribution is a result of coalescence of bubbles. In both cases, the interaction of bubbles would critically affect the BSD and the power law exponent.
[3] As a mechanism for a vesiculation process, the decompression has been mostly considered. However, bubbles also vesiculate by heating and cooling. For example, magma chamber can be heated from below by the ascending magma. Also as the magma chamber cools, crystallization decreases the solubility of volatiles, and the bubbles vesiculate. In addition, under such situation, thermal convection would occur, which in turn would affect the BSD from coalescence caused by shear flow. Although, there are numerous studies on the effect of shear flow on the coalescence of liquid suspensions (e.g., Burkhart et al. [2001] ), experiments on how the bubbles coalescence under shear flow are rare. In this study, using analogue experiments, we show how the convection driven by basal heating affects the BSD.
Experimental Method
[4] We conducted thermally driven degassing experiments using Whole milk and Whip cream as analogues of the magma system. Milk and cream contain water, fat, and protein (Table 1) . When milk and cream are boiled, the evaporating water makes bubbles. Proteins whose molecules have long chains stably support the bubble wall; as a result, a vesiculation process similar to that in magma is observed. The lower water content of cream results in a higher viscosity compared to milk. The most significant difference in the physical properties of milk and cream is found in their viscosity. The viscosity of cream is 17 times that of milk. The viscosity of milk/cream without bubbles is measured as a function of temperature (20-90°C). The difference in viscosity resulting from temperature variation in this range is a factor of 2.
[5] A cylindrical beaker (130 mm diameter, 300 mm height) is used as the fluid tank and is heated from below at constant heat flux (1.1kW). The volume change, the image of bubbles and convection patterns are recorded using a digital video camera (740 Â 480 pixels) and a digital camera (2048 Â 1536 pixels). Data on bubble characteristics (number, area A) are obtained from the digitized images using the software ''NIH Image''. The bubble radius a is calculated by a = (A/p) 1/2 . The experiments are conducted under Ca < 1, where Ca ¼ ah m _ g=s m is the capillary number, h m is the viscosity of the liquid part, _ g is the shear rate, s m is the surface tension. Here, suffix m means the liquid part. s m for both of milk and cream is $50 ± 10 mNm À1 at 40°C.
Results
[6] The experiments show very different features between the two cases. Figure 1 shows time-sequence images of the milk/cream layers. In the case for milk, bubbles separate from the liquid layer and make a foam layer. In the foam region, all bubbles have the same ascending velocity.
At a given height, the bubble sizes are uniform. From degassing, the liquid layer decreases with time. After the disappearance of the liquid layer, the foam layer rapidly expands. On the other hand, in the case for cream, most bubbles do not separate from the liquid. The cream convects with bubbles which have a wide range of size distribution.
[7] Figure 2 shows the quantitative relation between the volumetric expansion and the bubble radius. For milk, we find that the average bubble size does not change with time until the liquid layer vanishes, although the volume of the whole layer (liquid + foam) increases as a function of the elapsed time. This indicates that the volumetric increase is caused by the increase of the number of the bubbles. When the liquid layer disappears, the volume increases due to larger average bubbles size. For cream, the temporal variation of the total volume and the bubble radius are approximately synchronous. This indicates that the volumetric increase of the convecting layer is due to the increase of the bubble radius.
[8] The detailed BSDs of these two cases are shown in Figure 3 . A snapshot of bubbles in milk foam (Figure 3a) shows the uniformity of bubble size. The measured BSD for milk foam is exponential distribution for large bubbles (>1 mm) and unimodal (Poisson) distribution for small bubbles (<1 mm) ( Figure 3b ). In contrast, for cream, Figure  3c shows that there is a wide range of bubble size distribution. The measured BSD shows a power law distribution for bubble size larger than 1 mm, and exponential for bubble size less than 1 mm (Figure 3d ). Figure 2c shows that there is a relation between the power law exponent and the volumetric change of the convecting layer. When the convecting layer begins to shrink (after 17 min.), the power law exponent becomes larger. We also note that there is spatial variation of the bubble size due to convection. The larger bubbles are concentrated in the upwelling region, whereas the smaller bubbles are observed at the top of the convecting layer and at the downwellings (Figure 1b ).
Discussion
[9] The experimental results show that the convection pattern, the spatial distribution of bubbles, and the bubble size distributions are strikingly different between the two cases. For milk, the bubbles separate from the liquid, and make a foam layer. In the foam layer, bubbles are nearly uniform in size. However, for cream, bubbles are trapped in the liquid, and their sizes vary. These results indicate that the convection pattern and the BSD depend on whether there is separation of bubbles from the liquid. If the buoyancy force acting on the bubble is large, the bubble will ascend and float above the liquid layer. On the other hand, if the viscous drag arising from the convection is large, the bubble will remain suspended in the liquid. Thus, we infer that the separation of the bubbles from the liquid is determined by the relative magnitude of buoyancy force F b and viscous drag F v . This idea is similar to that of the crystal settling in a convecting layer (Martin and Nokes [1988] , Solomatov and Stevenson [1993] ).
[10] The buoyancy force acting on a bubble can be scaled as, F b $ Árga 3 , where Ár is the density difference between liquid and vapor, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The viscous drag acting on the bubble can be scaled as, F v $ h m v m a, where v m is the convecting velocity. When the convection is vigorous, the convecting velocity v m is estimated by the Stokes velocity, whose radius is a thickness of a thermal boundary layer of the convection,
where r m is the density of the liquid part, a m is the thermal expansion coefficient, ÁT is the temperature difference across the convecting layer, d th $ L/2xRa b is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer. L is the thickness of the convecting layer, x and b are the experimentally determined constants, Ra is the Rayleigh number for the convecting liquid layer defined as Ra = r m ga m ÁTL 3 /k m h m , where k m is the thermal diffusivity. Thus, the ratio of F b to F v is written as Figure 4a shows the estimated force ratio for bubbles in experiments as a function of viscosity with variable radii of bubbles. In the case for milk (viscosity =3 mPaÁs), bubbles with radius larger than 0.1 mm can ascend across the liquid layer. However, the viscosity of cream is 50 mPaÁs, which is sufficient to trap small bubbles of the order of 0.1mm. Here, it is known that the viscosity of the bubble bearing suspension increases as a function of the volume fraction of the bubbles when Ca < 0.7 (Rust and Manga [2002] , Pal [2003] ). Once the cream layer traps bubbles, the effective viscosity of this layer increases. If the viscosity of the boiling cream is the same as whipped cream, it will reach of the order of 0.1 PaÁs. In addition, the suspending bubbles decrease the mean density of the cream layer, reducing the positive buoyancy of ascending bubbles. Thus, the cream layer can trap larger bubbles. This feedback effect makes the results of milk and cream drastically different, although the viscosity of cream is only 17 times that of milk in the initial condition.
[11] The next question is why the BSDs differ whether the bubbles are trapped in the liquid. When milk is used, the BSD for the foam layer is unimodal for small bubbles (<1 mm) and exponential for large bubbles (>1 mm). If the nucleation of bubbles is instantaneous, and the bubbles reach the top layer at once, then the bubble radii at the top of the liquid layer should be uniform, since the bubbles which nucleate instantaneously are uniform in size (Toramaru [1989] ). Here, if the next bubble accumulate before the radius of the former bubble changes, the foam layer would comprise of bubble of the same size. In a foam layer made of uniform bubbles size, coalescence would be inefficient. This is because for coalescence to occur, a pressure gradient between the adjacent bubbles is needed, which result from the difference in bubbles size. Actually, we did not observe any effective coalescence. Thus a foam layer with uniform bubble size forms. The measured BSD for large bubbles is exponential distribution, which can be attributed to the difference in elapsed time after bubble nucleation.
[12] When cream is used, the BSD is exponential for small bubbles (<1 mm) and power law for large bubbles (>1 mm). This can be attributed to the bubble-bearing convection. A turbulence in the flow would cause collision between bubbles, and result in bubble coalescence, since both upwelling and downwelling regions contain bubbles. Once horizontal variation of the bubble size is established, large bubbles ascend faster than surrounding bubbles. Large bubbles rise faster than small bubbles and absorb the small bubbles as they rise. This also causes the bubble size variation. Thus, the BSD for large bubbles which have coalesced become power law distribution. Here, the measured BSD for small bubbles has exponential distribution. This suggests that the BSDs for small bubbles does not appear to have coalescence and have formed through continuous nucleation and growth. Experiments also indicate that the power law exponent for large bubbles change with time. When the convecting layer is shrinking (after 17 min.), the power law exponent for large bubbles increases, indicating that the exponent depends on the amount of water. At this stage, most of the water has evaporated, resulting in lesser nucleation. Only bubbles that are too small to escape from the convection remain. This results in uniform bubble size, and large exponent.
[13] For the cases for both milk and cream, the BSDs for small bubbles differ from that of the large bubbles, suggesting that the physical process controlling their size are different. The presence of two different scaling regimes has been reported in the actual basaltic lava flow (Gaonac'h et al. [1996b] ), suggesting the importance to classify the BSD to understand the vesiculation process in magmatic systems.
[14] Finally, we apply this result to magmatic system. In actual volcanic system, bubble formation is caused by combination of heating/cooling and decompression. In our experiments bubbles formed from basal heating, which is one end-member case of the bubble vesiculation. The estimated volumetric fraction of newly nucleated bubbles formed from heating in a magma chamber is 5 times those of our experiments (see appendix for details). Thus the normalized heat fluxes in our experiments are approximately comparable to that of the magma chamber, and we can apply our results to the processes occuring there.
[15] We can obtain the condition for bubble separation in convecting magma, and can discuss how this is related to BSD. In (Figure 4b) , we show the force balance in magmatic system, together with region Ca < 1, since our experiment was for Ca < 1 and BSD might depend on Ca (Burkhart et al. [2001] ). From this figure, we find that the separation of bubbles from the convecting magma can only occur for magma with very low viscosity (<10 PaÁs) and with large bubbles (>1 mm). This means that in a vigorously convecting magma chamber, most bubbles are trapped in the convecting magma. The bubbles collide with each other and the BSD would become power law for large bubbles and exponential for small bubbles. It follows that we can interpret the unimodal/exponential BSD in magmatic system to have not formed from heating/cooling process.
